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Artificial insemination is a well-established part of modern agricultural practice. A viable semen sample is judged by the total
number of spermatozoa (sperm) in the sample and the motility of the sperm. In this paper, we report the development of a
reusable measurement cell and electronics for screening semen samples based on the Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) and
Universal Frequency to Digital Converter (UFDC-1) to produce a low-cost sensor system. After introducing the semen sample at
one end of the measurement cell, sperm swim down a channel before causing a frequency change on the Q C M . Data is presented
that shows the different frequency changes using a commercial frequency counter caused by porcine semen samples, one two days
old and one twenty one days old. Similar data is presented for a motile semen sample measurement using the low-cost UFDC-1.

1. Introduction
Artificial insemination of animals is a routine element in
modern agricultural practice. For most species, semen can
reliably be frozen and stored for long periods of time before
being thawed and used. For some species, however, the
freezing process is less reliable requiring that the semen be
shipped chilled and used within several days. Semen analysis
is currently a specialist, subjective, and skilled process that is
normally carried out under laboratory conditions. The tests
usually look at the number of spermatozoa (sperm) in a
given volume of semen and also their ability to swim, that
is, their motility. Most samples are analysed using optical
techniques such as a haemocytometer or counting chamber
[1]. Alternatively, they may rely on expensive computer
aided semen analysis [2] or a combination of fluorescent
staining and flow cytometry to analyze thousands of sperm
in a sample [3]. These laboratory-based techniques are not
suitable for use on a farm to test samples immediately prior
to insemination. Under such conditions, a robust instrument
that gives a simple yes or no answer without requiring
complex sample preparation or interpretation of results is
required. In a first report in 2007, we suggested that a simple
time of flight technique using an acoustic wave sensor could

provide a real-time screening technique for monitoring the
motility of sperm in a semen sample [4]. The screening
process is not designed to give a detailed analysis of a sample
but rather determine if there is greater than a threshold
number of motile sperm. It is known that the operation of a
quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) or thickness shear mode
device depends on the density and viscosity of the medium
[5] and that sperm represent a complex object which extends
beyond the penetration depth of a Q C M . To demonstrate
that sperm attachment could be treated like a rigid mass,
the frequency change of a quartz crystal due to attached
sperm was measured, and the number of attached sperm
counted under a microscope [4]. It was demonstrated that
the attachment of the sperm to the Q C M could be modelled
using the Sauerbrey equation [6] with an "effective" mass for
a single porcine sperm of around 5 pg.
The technique was then further developed to consider
some of the operating parameters including the effect of
temperature and the presence of progesterone in the swim
media [7]. In this paper, we report the development of
a suitable swim cell and electronic measurement system
based on the universal frequency to digital converter (UFDC1, IFAC) that offers a low-cost sensor system suitable for
screening a semen sample at the point of use on a farm.
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FIGURE 1: Schematic diagram of the acrylic swim channel with the quartz crystal (yellow) held in place with rubber gasket (red). The
measurement sequence starts with buffer introduced into the swim cell (a). The semen sample is introduced at the opposite end of the swim
channel to the quartz crystal (b). The sperm swim down the swim channel (c) and attached to the quartz crystal causing a frequency change
(d).

2. Materials and Methods
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram and example sequence
of a typical experiment. The "swim" cell was produced using
acrylic sheet cut on an M-500 laser cutter (Universal Laser
Systems) and bonded using Extrufix (Bostik). A 12 mm
diameter AT-cut quartz crystal with wrap around electrodes
(Laptech XL1052) and fundamental frequency 10 M H z was
clamped into the cell using rubber gaskets. Contact was
made to the crystal using spring-loaded contacts directly
connected to the oscillator circuit described below. The swim
cell provided an opening for introducing the 1.5 mL of
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) swim media (Figure 1(a))
and a smaller opening at the end of a 15 mm long swim
channel for introduction of the semen sample (Figure 1(b)).
After the semen is introduced, the sperm swim down the
channel (Figure 1(c)) attaching to the quartz crystal at the
end (Figure 1(d)) causing a change in the resonant frequency.
For the initial development work, a universal frequency
counter (Agilent 53132A) interfaced to a computer was used
to measure the frequency every half a second. The instrument
is intended as a screening device rather than an analytical
device so it is only required to test against a threshold
frequency change.

The porcine semen was supplied by a commercial
artificial insemination centre (JSR Genetics, Driffield, UK).
Commercial suppliers usually provide the semen in buffer
and include other chemicals to prolong semen life. This
allows the semen to be stored unopened for up to 5 days
below 17°C without extensive deterioration in semen motility. To attain a sample of immotile sperm for comparison,
we stored an unopened sample for 21 days prior to use.
In our previous reports [4, 7], we investigated coatings of
cysteamine and Poly-L-Lysine on the quartz crystal that
would act as an adhesive layer for the sperm. In this work,
we found that a clean gold electrode on a polished quartz
crystal was as efficient and more reliable than the chemical
modifications previously tested; this could then be cleaned
for repeated usage using a Papain solution (Sigma Aldrich
P3375-25G) or physical agitation with a cotton bud and
adequate rinsing with PBS solution.
The design of a low-cost high-stability quartz oscillator
for operation in liquids is challenging and has recently been
reviewed by Arnau [8]. In this work, we have produced a
simple circuit based on the Pierce oscillator using a M A N 1LN amplifier (Mini-Circuits). The M A N - 1 L N is a lownoise amplifier operating from 0.5 M H z to 500 M H z with
a gain of around 28 dB operating from a nominal 12 V
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FIGURE 2: Schematic diagram ofthe oscillator and frequency counter electronics.

supply. This oscillator offers good long-term stability giving
a frequency drift of around 2 Hz in an hour in the air. In
PBS, the two-sample Allan variance for the oscillator has
been calculated to be 3 X 1CT7 which is comparable to the
results reported for a 2 M H z oscillator in water by RodriguezPardo et al. [9] although our value is greater than they
report for a 9 M H z Q C M . A UFDC-1 universal frequency
to digital converter [10] was used as a low-cost replacement
for the Agilent frequency counter. The UFDC-1 is a 28
pin single-chip programmable two-channel frequency-todigital converter, operating over the frequency range 0.05 Hz
to 7.5 M H z ; this range can be extended to 120 M H z with
prescaling although this results in an accuracy reduction. The
conversion accuracy is programmable from 1% to 0.001%
and is determined by selecting which of the four pins on
the UFDC-1 labelled N0-N3 are connected to either the
supply voltage or ground: the mode of operation is selected
in a similar way using pins M 0 - M 3 . Data is returned as
a string of ASCII characters (note that the number of
decimal places shown by this string is not the same as the
actual accuracy of the conversion) from the serial output
pin (TXD). The serial output is ideal for use with a USB
to TTL serial cable (FTDI TTL-232R-3V3). The UFDC-1
operates from a single power supply of between +4.5 V and
+5.5 V which is taken from the USB port. The FTDI drivers
enable the USB to be accessed as a standard C O M port.
A program was written in the free programming language
lust Basic (http://www.justbasic.com/) to read the data from
the C O M port, extract the string for a single value, convert
to a number, and store it to a spreadsheet file. Given the
maximum frequency of the UFDC-1 without prescaling
is 7.5 M H z , operation of the Q C M in the "swim cell" at
10 M H z was above this frequency, and requires a divide by
two pre-scalar. The thickness of the crystal reduces with
increasing frequency and whilst the 10 M H z are sufficiently

robust, 15 M H z crystals proved to be too fragile for practical
operation in this application. In addition to the oscillator,
the circuit diagram in Figure 2 shows the frequency counter
and buffer circuit. The sinusoidal output ofthe oscillator has
a peak-to-peak amplitude around 7 V which is fed into an
FET operated in switch mode between 0 V and +5 V from the
USB. The digital signal is then fed into a divide by two circuit
consisting of a single flip flop on a 74HCT112N and then into
the F l input ofthe UFDC-1 operating in mode zero (singlechannel frequency measurement); for improved stability, the
analogue part of the circuit (oscillator) was operated from
a dc battery supply and LM3171 voltage regulator and the
digital part ofthe circuit supplied from the +5 V ofthe USB.
Figure 3(a) shows a photograph ofthe swim cell with the box
below including the oscillator circuit, and Figure 3(b) shows
a photograph ofthe circuit board for the UFDC-1 frequency
counter circuit.

3. Results and Discussion
Whilst initial stability tests in the air were good, when the cell
contained only PBS, it exhibited periodic oscillations in the
frequency of several hundred Hz. In the experiments with
water, the change in depth required to move through one
pressure wave resonance cycle is only about 70 yxa [11], and
in an open cell of the type we are using, this can occur by
evaporation ofthe PBS in a relatively short time. As a result of
this, we used a simple flat sheet of pressure sensitive adhesive
(Blu-tac, Bostik) inserted into the PBS above the Q C M at an
angle of 45 degrees, and this reduced the frequency drift on
the bench top in an open lab to around 10 Hz in 40 minutes.
Semen samples were introduced using a pipette and
vigorous use could result in the sample attaining sufficient
momentum so as not to reflect the actual motility of the
sperm. Initial tests with the aged semen did show a significant
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FIGURE 3: (a) Image of quartz crystal in acrylic cell with the oscillator circuit in the box under the cell, (b) Image of UFDC-1 circuit.
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FIGURE 4: Frequency change as a function of time for twenty one
day-old sample (upper line) and two-day-old sample (lower line).

Time (minutes)

well. Figure 4 shows the data using the Agilent frequency
counter for 10 \iL of 2-day-old semen sample and a 21-dayold semen sample of the same volume. Although a change
of 35 Hz is observed over twenty minutes, this is sufficiently
low to discriminate a viable from nonviable semen sample
for a simple screening application and probably represents
simple diffusion. Remembering that screening just requires
a simple "yes" or "no" if the sample is viable or not, after a
given measurement time of say 10 minutes, the "yes" answer
would be given if the frequency change had exceeded 50 Hz;
otherwise, the "no" would be given. Most of the semen
in the older sample was still visibly collected in the well
whilst for the 2-day-old sample significant observed at the
Q C M . Sufficient data is collected to allow checks that the
system is working correctly as, a frequency change of greater
than say 1 kHz would represent a fault having occurred and
render the current measurement invalid. In Figure 5, we
show the frequency change as a function of time for the
UFDC-1 from introduction of 50 ^L of four-day-old semen.
A moving average has been applied to the U F D C data which
has a frequency resolution of 5 Hz; data was collected from
the UFDC-1 every second. Whilst a slightly lower overall
frequency change is observed than shown by the Agilent
frequency counter in Figure 4, this is consistent with the
aging of the semen sample.

4. Conclusions
FIGURE 5: Frequency change as a function of time for the UFDC-1
from introduction 50^1, of four-day-old semen sample.

effect which could be comparable in frequency shift to
"live" semen that was several days old. A simple tilting of
the whole swim cell by ten degrees reduced the effect of
this to a manageable level by effectively providing a small

The reusable sensor system we have reported here is designed
for simple screening for sufficiently motile sperm in a
sample; that is, that a threshold frequency change has been
exceeded. As commercial semen samples are significantly
diluted with an extender to maintain the quality during
transport, this threshold will depend on the particular application. The oscillator circuit presented is simple, inexpensive,
and sufficiently stable for such an application. The frequency
counter comprised of the UFDC-1 and TTL-USB cable,
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forms a complete low-cost and light-weight system such that
the components o f the circuit shown i n Figure 3(b) with the
cable is under US$50; this may provide a suitable platform
for other Q C M - b a s e d applications. A n improved " s w i m cell"
design w i l l incorporate the angle and the baffle to prevent
resonance conditions being encountered. This system should
allow for a great improvement i n the reliability and ease of
use o f onsite field measurements o f sperm motility.
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